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୮ඡڜΜݺऱڗټੳੳΔݺਢᆣৄऱᆠ
ՠΖױ܃౨ᄎڶڇᖲልࠩݺΔࢨृ
ڇᐓࢪΕᖂீΕសഘΙࢨृਢ܃ءຟլࠩݺ
ѧѧݺչᏖֱچຟڇΔՈչᏖֱچຟլڇΖ
ݺรԫࠩࠐڻᆄ۵ᆣৄΔਢڇվڣԮִࠐ
ᅝᆠՠΖᅝழڶԫຑۭৰ࡛ࢡऱࠃൣ࿇سΔࢬ
ݺאթࠐࠩຍ㠪Ζ܀ਢഗءՂΔ່ऱڂΔ
ਢݺኙ؆૿ऱլየΔ֗אԫጟუᅝړԳऱ
۞Ιৰࠃڍൣݺຟಭٻ৸ەΔނ՛ംᠲৰ
ՕΔኙՕംᠲԾီૉլڇژΖݺଶൕՕᖂฅᄐΔ
܀ਢ࿇۞աڽިިΖۖՕຝٝऱٵᔘ֖ࣛۿ
ຟᙟထભഏಳ༈ݶᑗऱᑓڤΔהڇଚऱԳسሏ
ߨΚൕՕᖂฅᄐΔބԫٝᜲՠ܂ΔദΔ၇ࢪ
ΔߛࠝسՖΔ༉ຍᏖᙟंດੌ৫መ塒سΖݺլ
ࣔػΚչᏖຍࠄᨃ֖ࣛݺຍᏖݶᑗऱࠃൣΔኙ
ࠐݺᎅΔԫរݶᑗຟڶΛࢬڶຍࠄംᠲΔݺڇ
ࠩڶᖲልՠ܂ཚၴΔঁᄨ֨נ௧ۖجᛒԱΖ
ᅝڇ܃ԫ़ׂچጟۏدΔԾԫڻ౨ጟԫལ
ऱழଢ)ױ౨ؘႊጟ༓ۍལࢨ༓Տལ*Δ༉ڶழၴ
ಱ٠१ᅃΔࣔ۞ػաటإऱംᠲਢչᏖΛݺऱᓵ
ਢΚޢԫལጟԵࣽۆऱۏدጟΔਢ堚ྤ
ߵऱقΔۖࣽۆ༉ਢݺଚ႖ऱ֨Ζڇ؆૿ऱ
ΔլᄎࣹװრࠩຍࠄΙڂڶৰڍ։֨ऱࠃൣࠐ
ᎈ༝Δᨃڶ܃ᙄऄװᅃຍଡۏدጟΖᐡᐞΕ
ᙒΕՠ܂Δᎁݶᑗਢኔڶऱࣟ۫ۖუᇿՂܑ
ԳΖࢬڶऱຍࠄࠃൣΔທګᠧ౻ហسΙৰݶऱΔ܃
༉ᄎᙑᎁຍࠄᠧ౻༉ਢۏدΖ
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y name is Ling Ling and I’m a volunteer here at the City
of Ten Thousand Buddhas. You might have run into me at
the farm, the kitchen, the school, the restaurant or perhaps not at
all—I’m everywhere and yet nowhere.
The first time I came to CTTB was during a volunteer week
in July. A series of strange events led me here, but it was mainly
my disenchantment with the outside world and an overwhelming
desire to become a good person. I had things backwards, thinking
little problems were big problems and big problems were nonexistent. I’m a college graduate and I was finding myself stagnant.
Most of my peers seemed to be gliding through life, following
America’s formula for happiness: graduate from university; get a
high paying job; get married; buy a house; have kids, and coast
through the rest of your life. I couldn’t understand why these
things that made my friends happy didn’t bring joy to me. All
of these questions flooded my mind while I was working on the
farm.
When you’re out in an empty field planting one corn seed at
a time (and you have to plant hundreds), you have time to reflect
and learn what your true problems are. I came to the conclusion
that each little seed is like a manifestation of purity that is planted
deep within the dirt, like our pure mind being clouded by the
dirt. In the outside world, you don’t take notice because of all
the distractions that lure you away from tending that little corn
seed; the worries, the money, trying to seek happiness that is
something tangible. All of these things cause weeds to sprout in
multitudes, and before long you mistake the weeds for the corn
stalks. When you harvest, thinking corn will be on the menu,
you get nothing but inedible, thorny weeds. (You certainly reap
what you sow, or what you don’t sow.) But when you’re in a
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ᅝګگழΔא༉پױۏدڶԱΙ܀ਢ
ࠩऱΔਢྤۖࠨڍऄଇشऱᠧ౻Ζ)ᅝྥΔ
ጟذذΔጟߤߤΙڶౙౘΔՈگڶ
ᡸΖ*܀ਢԫࢹ؟ၲषᄎՂኙݶᑗऱຍጟᎁवΔ
ނ،ݙ٤࣋Հۖᆜߪ࣍ԫଡ۵ඒᐔڙΔᄎ࿇ຍ
ঞբᆖլᔞشΔۖ؆ԫଡᄅऱΕటኔऱംᠲ
༉ᄎנԱѧѧ߷ംᠲ༉ਢΚ૿ኙ۞աᇿփ֨ऱ
ᦅΖאছݺམᆖ۞אਢऱᚌរΔኬኬݺڇچณ
ছرᇞΙᡏޢݺڇԫଡ़ژسၴجᛒΔݺऱ
ᠧ౻࠷זԱԫ֊Ζ
ՂԳᎅΚψԫ֊ਢ᧭ەΔ৻܃ᏖᙄΙኙቼ
ૉլᢝΔႊ٦ൕᙰᅂΖωรԫࠩᦰڻՂԳऱຍଈ
℘ቈழΔړቝਬଡࣟ۫ԱԫՀΔၲࡨᙌஔΜ
ၲࡨܘԺೈ౻Δᥒຍଡګڇإ९ऱۏدΔ༉ړ
ቝ،ਢݺऱ֨ۿऱΖڻޢԫᠧ౻ࠐנسΔ༉ނ
،ࢸൾѧѧᡏክ٦ߠᦗΜ࣠ڕ،९ࠐڃΔԾ٦
ނ،ࢸൾΖຍᑌԱࠟଡ៖ਈא৵Δڃݺ୮
ԱΔᤚྖߪ᎘ᠾΔړቝ᧢ԱଡᑌΖ
քଡ៖ਈԫడณ༉መװΔኙ࣍٦ڃᆄ۵ᆣৄ
ךየԱᘋᕿΔݺუΚψຍڻԫࡳᄎ୲࣐ڍԱΜω
எࢢݺਢݙ٤ڶఎრࠩՂԳ℘ቈऱܶრΖଶᔏ
ԵڶᖲልΔݺ១ऴۏدಮ۰ԱΙ़ءᡛऱ
ມΔբᆖਢԫඈԫඈऱۏدΔ९ֺݺᝫ
ΜΔဆ༼ᖫբᆖၲक़࣠ԱΜᙑԱΜݺऱཚ
ඨ֜ڍΔڐუՈ֜ڍԱΙݺᙑᎁณছऱནွਢట
Δݺऱ۞ՕՈࠌݺլუၲࡨൕᙰᅂΖ
ۏدऱګگਢྤൄऱΔլᙑΔ،ਢᆖመ߬Ⴇ
ౙౘթڶऱگᡸΙ܀ਢګگڇհ৵ΔؘႊՀԫ
ࡱऱૹۖګگᄅՒౙౘΖࢬڶऱۏدຟբ
ࢸൾΔۏدբլ༚ဆ༼ᖫԱΖౙ܂ਢլ౨ڂ
՛ګگڶ༉ೖַऱΔຍ՛՛ऱګ༉ਢ༼ڇᙌ
ѧѧփڇᖑڶᄕړऱءᔆΔ܀ਢؘ܃ႊᆖൄঅ
റࣹΖݺ࿇ݺൕࠐຟڶৰറ֨መΔຍਢݺᖂ
ࠩऱรԫᓰΖ
ݺ।ڶقᘋᔊԫࠄլٵऱՠ܂Δࠐტ࠹ڝ
ᐔऱषࣷΖݺటڶ壂Δ౨ւװቫᇢຍ
Ꮦڍլٵऱՠ܂Ιڂ،ᢞኔԱྤൄऱሐΖ
ڶݺԫଡᖲᄎࠩ՛ᖂװՠ܂Δຍଡᛩቼඒᖄ
ݺڶર֨Δᝫ৻Ꮦᑌ܉܂ڍਜΖݺᇿԲΕԿ
్ڣऱ՛ڇԫದΔࠩຍࠄొటݶᑗऱΔ
ᨃݺტࠩৰየߩΙ֠ࠡਢवሐڔଚڇإຍ㠪ᖂ
৻ᏖᑌᅝԫଡڶሐᐚᇿݕႉऱΔຍՈᖄ۟ݺ
࿇֨ኙݕףޓئ׀ႉΖݺუࠩאছ৻Ꮦᑌऱኙა

Buddhist monastery, the external world, along with its problems,
set of rules and expectations, no longer applies. Instead, a new
set of problems arises from within: problems with facing yourself
and your demons. All the good that I ever thought about myself
was slowly deteriorating before my eyes. The bad habits flooded
my every being, my weeds were taking over!
Everything’s a test,
To see what you will do.
Mistaking what’s before your eyes,
You’ll have to start anew.
-Venerable Master Hsuan Hua
When I first read the Venerable Master’s poem, something
clicked. I was starting anew! I began diligently weeding and
cultivating the growing corn seedlings as if it were my own mind.
Every time a weed popped up, I’d pluck it out! Goodbye bad
habit! If it grew back, I’d pull it out again. After two weeks of this,
I felt as if I had purged all my afflictions. I went home feeling
light, changed and excited about returning to CTTB.
Six weeks passed in the blink of an eye. “This is going to be
so easy!” I thought. I suppose I didn’t take heed of the Venerable
Master’s poem after all. When I first stepped onto the farm, I was
so ecstatic about the corn. The once empty soil was filled with
rows of corn stalks, taller than me! Ah, the Bodhi tree has come
to fruition! Wrong. I expected too much, held too many false
thoughts. I had mistaken truth before my eyes and my ego didn’t
want to start anew.
The corn crops were impermanent. Sure, it took a lot of hard
work to yield a crop, but after you harvest, you must turn the soil
and till it for the next season’s crop. All stalks needed to be pulled
out. Corn is not a Bodhi tree. Cultivation can’t stop just because
you get a little result. The little result simply reminds you that
you have great good within you, but you mustn’t slack off. You
must always be persistent and keep going! I learned that I was not
persistent. Lesson one noted.
I expressed interest in working on different jobs to get a feel
of the monastic community. I was blessed to be allowed to try
out so many different jobs, because it hit me with the idea of
impermanence.
I was given the opportunity to work at the elementary school,
which taught me patience and how to be more giving. I worked
with grades two and three, and seeing those happy, pure children
made me feel content, especially knowing that they were here
learning how to be virtuous and filial. It gave me the resolve to be
more filial to my own parents. I cringed with guilt at the thought
of how I used to treat my mother unkindly, and knew I had to
reform.
Working with children really reflects on you as a person.
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აլړΔ༉ᄎڂᆞ༞ტۖᖞଡ൴ᜍದࠐΔݺव
ሐ۞աᏁޏၞΖ
ᇿ՛ڇԫದՠ܂Δటऱ֘ᚨ۞נաࠩ
ࢍਢԫଡ৻ᏖᑌऱԳΙڂ۞աऱኪ৫ᝫڶ
ऄΔլጥਢࢨړլړऱΔᦟࢨլᦟऱΔ್Ղ
༉ᄎᑓُΔۖߪࠩڃՂΖ՛ଚऱᇨኔΔڶ
ழଢᄵࡉቝ௧ଅԫᑌΔڶழଢ࿀ેቝՑ
ࠨԱԫԸΖኙړፖլړऱ֘ᚨΔլᚨᇠהڇଚߪ
Ղೖఎ֜ՆΔڂהଚฅຶਢΖኙהଚس
Δࠡኔᄎᨃהଚףޓऱஎ᥈Δۖ।۞נ
ալს༟ΙࢬאᇿڇԫದΔటऱᏁৰࣹრ
۞աऱ۩Ζ
ຍଡറ֨ፖર֨ऱૹࢤΔਢݺᖂࠩऱԫ

ଡৰૹऱඒಝΖࢬאΚψݴરΕݴરΔଢ଼ധ
ျΖωݴڶ࣠ڕરᇿს༟ऱᇩΔ༉ᄎֺለ୲࣐լ
۞ߏΖࢬא՛༉ړቝ壀ऱᔅፖѧѧࠡኔਢ۵
ऱᔅፖΙຍਢݺऱรԲᓰࡉรԿᓰѧѧݴરፖს
༟Ζ
ݺಖᦰπ៲چᆖρऱழଢΔᦰࠩψ׆៲چ
ဆ៳ᄎᥨື៖הऱฒسωຍԫរΔࢬݺא༉ެ
ࡳՈ៖ਈᨠଃဆ៳ԫᆄਈΖଶၲࡨΔ៖ਈऱ
ᖞଡመ࿓ᨃݺৰಮ༝ΔլवሐչᏖຍᑌΛ
ऴ່ࠩ२թࣔػΔݺਢڇᣭ࣏ࢬऱԫࠄᙑ
ࠃΖڶழଢΔݺଚৰ୲࣐࿇۞աΔ۞ࡳܡաऱ
۞ࢤΖݺଚլᦟ۞ނաࡳאڇۯছݺଚࢬऱ
ԫࠄᙑࠃՂΔࢬא༉ނ،ڇ៲گփ֨Ζݺଚ
אױၒΔՈאױሇΙ܀ਢΔࠩୌ㠪ຟྤࢬᘯΔຍ
ࠄಖᖋ᜔ᄎᇿထݺଚΖݺԫऴຟਢଡൄൄડ࿇ࠡ
უۖࠩװள۩ऱԳΔאຍࠄఐኪᄎৰ壀࡛ऱ
؈ൾΙ܀ਢޢݺԫڻᝫਢຟࠩڃ୮Δࠐᝫຍ
ଡৰ୲࣐༉ᙊݱऱ႘Ζຍࠐڃڻᝫ႘ΔݺԾړቝ
ৰ֨լڇ෫Δຍᑌ༉ڶٵݮᝫΖਢڶ࿇
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Your attitudes and views are mimicked right back at you, good
or bad, whether you like it or not. Their honesty can be as gentle
as a sea breeze or as painful as a stab to the heart. Your reactions
to the good kids should never be sought after or dwelt on and
the bad kids, well, they’re kids. Getting angry and erupting at
them only instills fear and shows how truly uncompassionate
you are. You really have to be mindful of your actions around
kids and be patient with them. “Patience. Patience. Got to have
patience. Don’t get angry. Swo po he.” Working with children
was huge lesson for me where I learned about the importance of
mindfulness and patience. Once you acquire these two things, it
becomes easier to be selfless. Lessons two and three: check.
I remember reading somewhere in the Earth Store Bodhisattva
Sutra about that, and decided I could perform ten thousand bows
of respect to Guanyin Pusa. The purpose of bowing was not
clear to me until recently. I’m repenting for my past misdeeds.
Sometimes, it’s easy to get caught up in denial about your true
self nature. We don’t like to dwell on the wrongs we’ve committed
in the past, so we store it deep within the recesses of our minds.
We can run and hide, but ultimately it doesn’t matter where you
go because it’s always with you. I’ve always been a flighty person,
traveling all over thinking these ills would vanish but I always
came back home, as if to settle some debt I had conveniently
forgotten. This time I had come to pay, but I was doing it
absentmindedly, which is like not paying at all. You only wind
up making the same mistakes if you don’t pay attention to what
you did wrong in the first place. Lesson four.
The biggest lesson I’ve learned since being here is the need
to learn how to be kinder to myself. Like the saying goes, “If
you don’t love yourself, you cannot love others.” Well, if you are
not compassionate to yourself, you cannot be compassionate to
others. I gave myself a lot of slack in the wrong areas and held
onto all my negativity as if my life depended on it. Venerable
Master said to “try your best.” I wasn’t even trying for fear of
failing because of my stupidity. Instead of just taking one step
forward, I took two more steps backward. I was actually moving
backwards I know that I’m not perfect, that none of us are, but
the thing about CTTB is that everyone is trying to be the best
person they can be and that’s what makes good people. It’s not
about wealth or material possessions but about your very own self
nature. We all have something priceless that resides in our hearts
that shines so brilliantly: patience, mindfulness, selflessness,
filiality, compassion and cultivation. I’m no longer holding on to
any plans, and will go wherever the wind takes me. I wish to take
all the lessons that I have learnt here back into the outside world
with me and I will try to uphold them. I hope that I am able to
return to CTTB one day to learn more from each and every one
of you. Thank you for having me here. Amitabha.

